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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Hydrodynamic, or Landau, instability in combustion is typically associated with the onset
of wrinkling of a flame surface, corresponding to the formation of steady cellular structures as

the stability threshold is crossed. As its name suggests, it stems from hydrodynamic effects con-

nected with thermal expansion across the reaction region. In the context of liquid-propellant

combustion, the classical models that originally predicted this phenomenon have been extended

to include the important effects that arise from a dynamic dependence of the burning rate on

the local pressure and temperature fields. Thus, the onset of Landau instability has now been
shown to occur for sufficiently small negative values of the pressure sensitivity of the burn-

ing rate, significantly generalizing previous classical results for this problem that assumed a
constant normal burning rate. It has also been shown that the onset of instability occurs for

decreasing values of the disturbance wavenumber as the gravitational-acceleration parameter
decreases. Consequently, in an appropriate weak-gravity limit, Landau instability becomes

a long-wave phenomena associated with the formation of large cells on the liquid-propellant

surface. Additionally, a pulsating form of hydrodynamic instability has been shown to occur

as well, corresponding to the onset of temporal oscillations in the location of the liquid/gas in-
terface. This instability occurs for sufficiently large negative values of the pressure sensitivity,

and is enhanced by increasing values of the burning-rate temperature sensitivity. It is further
shown that for sufficiently small values of this parameter, there exists a stable range of pressure

sensitivities for steady, planar burning such that the classical cellular form of hydrodynamic

instability and the more recent pulsating form of hydrodynamic instability can each occur as

the corresponding stability threshold is crossed. For larger thermal sensitivities, however, the

pulsating stability boundary evolves into a C-shaped curve in the (disturbance-wavenumber,

pressure-sensitivity) plane, indicating loss of stability to pulsating perturbations for all suffi-

ciently large disturbance wavelengths. It is thus concluded, based on characteristic parameter

values, that an equally likely form of hydrodynamic instability in liquid-propellant combustion

is of a nonsteady, long-wave nature, distinct from the steady, cellular form originally predicted

by Landau.

The notion of hydrodynamic instability in combustion originated with Landau's seminal

study of premixed flame propagation. 1 In that work, it was postulated that a flame could be

represented by a surface of discontinuity propagating normal to itself with constant speed.
It was then determined that a premixed gaseous flame was intrinsically unstable to steady

(cellular) disturbances. This specific form of hydrodynamic instability, generally referred to as
Landau instability, also occurs in the combustion of liquids, and was briefly addressed at the

end of Landau's original study. In that problem, the unburned mixture is a liquid propellant

and the burned region consists of gaseous products. The physical existence of a liquid/gas
interface led to the inclusion of additional physics in the model, namely surface tension and

gravitational acceleration (downward propagation was assumed). Consequently, a stability
criterion was derived such that the liquid/gas interface was either hydrodynamically stable or

unstable in the Landau (cellular) sense, depending on the product of gravitational acceleration
and surface-tension coefficient being greater or less than a critical value. This result was

later extended by Levich, 2 who considered the effects of (liquid) viscosity in lieu of surface
tension and obtained a similar result. Thus, in the limit of sufficiently reduced gravity, these

results suggest that liquid-propellant deflagration is intrinsically unstable to hydrodynamic
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perturbations. However, while the notion of a thin reaction region or sheet is often a valid

asymptotic limit, the assumption of a constant normal burning rate is now generally regarded

as an oversimplification when applied to the problem of combustion instability.

Early attempts at modifying the assumption of a constant burning rate consisted of pos-

tulating a linear relationship between burning rate and flame curvature, 3 while more recent

approaches have employed asymptotic methods to analyze the flame structure and derive

locally-dependent expressions for the burning rate. 4-r In propellant combustion, on the other

hand, it has long been customary to experimentally measure the pressure response, or pressure

sensitivity, of the burning rate, as well as (to a lesser extent) its temperature sensitivity. Al-

though asymptotic models that resolve the combustion-wave structure can be developed,s-_10

the representation of combustion as a surface that propagates according to a prescribed locally-

dependent burning-rate law allows one to circumvent the intricacies of the combustion region

and to impose fewer restrictisil§ on the hydrodynamic model. Thus, for liquid-propellant
combustion, the Landau/Levich hydrodynamic models have been combined and extended to

account for a dynamic dependence of the burning rate on the local pressure and temperature

fields, n,12 Analysis of these extended models is greatly facilitated by exploiting the realistic

smallness of the gas-to-liquid density ratio p, the ratio of the gas-to-liquid viscosity ratio #,
and, in the reduced-gravity limit, the smallness of the inverse Froude number Fr -_. Assum-

ing only pressure-coupling effects (in which case the burning rate is flmctionaUy dependent
only on the local pressure field), an asymptotic expression may be derived for the cellular

stability boundary Ap(k), where Ap is the pressure sensitivity of the burning rate and k is the

disturbance wavenumber. 13 In particular, we obtain the result

2p#P [1 + k(p7 + 2#P + 2pP)]

"_ + kpP) - (pT + 2#P) [1 - (1 -b 4#2p2k2)l/2] _---_Fr- 1Ap -P+ 4#P(1 + , (1)

where P is the liquid Prandtl number and -y is the surface-tension coefficient. The cellular

stability boundaries given by Eq. (1) are shown in Fig. 1 in terms of scaled quantities

A_ = e-lAp, p* = e-lp and #* = c-1#, where e _ p is the small expansion parameter (typical

values of p are on the order of 10 -8 or 10-4).

Since Eq. (1) is in fact a uniform composite approximation that is valid over the wavenum-

bet regime e2 < k < e -i, it is clear from both the analysis and Fig. 1 that surface tension

and viscosity are stabilizing for large-wavenumber disturbances, whereas gravity is stabilizing

only at small wavenumbers. Since the minimum in the stability boundary occurs for nega-

tive values of Ap, it is also apparent that in the realistic case p << 1, O(e) negative pressure

sensitivities, which often occur in a number of HAN-based formulations over ceretain pressure

ranges, are required for hydrodynamic stability in the Landau (cellular) sense. The two distinct

sets of curves that are exhibited in Fig. 1 correspond to Fr -1 ,,_ O(1) (normal gravity) and
Fr -1 -,_ O(e) (reduced gravity). Thus, it is readily seen that the essential qualitative differ-

ence between the normal and reduced-gravity curves is the location of the critical wavenumber

for instability. Specifically, the minimum in the neutral stability boundaries occurs for O(1)
values of k under normal gravity, and at k ,-_ O(e 1/2) in the reduced-gravity limit considered

here. It is also clear from Fig. 3 that increasing the values of any of the parameters P,/z or 7

serves to shrink the size of the unstable domain through damping of short-wave perturbations.

The non-negligible effects of gas-phase viscosity represents, aside from the incorporation of a

local pressure dependence on the burning rate, an important correction to Levich's original

treatment [3] in which these effects were simply assumed to be small. The present formulation

thus synthesizes and significantly extends the classical Landan/Levich results [1,3], not only
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in allowingfor a dynamicdependenceof the burning rate on local conditions in the vicinity of

the liquid/gas interface, but also in its formal treatment of those processes (surface tension,

liquid and gas-phase viscosity) that affect damping of large-wavenumber disturbances. For

Ap = O, the Landau/Levich results are recovered in appropriate limiting cases, although as
discussed above, this generally corresponds to a hydrodynamically unstable parameter regime

for p << 1.1'2'13

Aside from the classicalcellularform of hydrodynamic instability,there also existsa

pulsatingform ofinstabilitycorresponding to the lossof stabilityof steady,planar burning to

time-dependent perturbations.14 This occurs for negative valuesof the parameter Ap that lie

below the boundaries shown in Fig. I, and is thus absent from the originalLandau/Levich

models. Consequently, in the extended model discussed thus far,there existsa stableband

of negative pressure sensitivitiesbounded above by the Landau type of instability,and below

by this pulsating form of hydrodynamic instability,where the latteris given explicitlyby

Ap _ -p*(l + 2Pk) 1/2. Indeed, nonsteady modes of combustion have been observed at low

pressuresin hydroxylammonium nitrate(HAN)-based liquidpropellants,which often exhibit

negative pressure sensitivities.15 While nonsteady combustion may correspond to secondary

and higher-orderbifurcationsabove the cellularboundary, 16 itmay alsobe a manifestation of

thispulsatingtype of hydrodynamic instability.

In addition to the pressure-couplingparameter Ap introduced thus far,the present gen-

eralizedmodel has been extended furtherby incorporatinga nonzero temperature sensitivity

into the asymptotic analysis.13'14'17'1sThis entailsa coupling of the energy equation to the

previous purely hydrodynamic problem, and leads to a significantmodificationof the pulsat-

ing boundary such that, for sufficientlylarge values of a temperature-sensitivityparameter,

liquid-propellantcombustion can become intrinsicallyunstable to thisalternativeform of hy-

drodynamic instability.Thus, in addition to the pressure-couplingparameter Ap, we also

introduce,in an analogous fashion,the temperature-sensitivityparameter Ae. In the param-

eter regime of interesthere, the appropriate scale for Ae that describesthe fullydeveloped

effectsofthermal coupling isAe = A_e 1/4,although the firsteffectsthat lead to the develop-

ment of the C-shaped stabilityboundary exhibitedin Fig. 2 below occur on the smallerscale

Ae _ O(ei/2). Thus the firsteffectsof thermal sensitivityoccur for Ae/Ap _ O(e -1/2) >_30,

which isa typicalnondimensional value of the overallArrhenius activationenergy.

Referring to Figure 2, it is seen that for A_ > 0, the pulsating boundary becomes C-

shaped, the upper branch approaching the cellularboundary as k --*_, and the lower branch

approaching the original(A_ = 0) pulsatingboundary. The regionwithin the C-shaped curve

isstable,and thus not only issteady,planar burning intrinsicallyunstable forsufficientlysmall

wavenumbers, but Mso, forlargerk, any crossingof the C-shaped boundary from the stable

to the unstable region corresponds to the onset of a pulsatinginstability.As A_ increases,

the turning point of the pulsating boundary shiftsto the right;as A_ becomes small, the

turning point shiftsto small values of k that ultimately lieoutside the O(1) wavenumber

region.Thus, inthe outer wavenumber regimec0rresponding tosufficientlylargewavenumbers,

the originalpulsating and cellularboundaries are recovered as A_ decreases,but for A_

sufficientlylarge,the originalcellularboundary lieswithin the unstable region and the basic

solutionbecomes intrinsicallyunstable to oscillatorydisturbances. Thus, the lower branch

of the composite boundary isa pulsatingboundary for allwavenumbers, whereas the upper

branch transitionsfrom a pulsatingboundary forO(1) wavenumbers to a cellularboundary for

O(e -I) wavenumbers. The nature of the evolution,as A_ decreases,of the pulsatingstability

boundary depicted in Fig. 2 to the separatepulsatingand cellularboundaries described above

in the limitAe = 0 may be determined by analyzing the dispersionrelationfor smallerorder-

of-magnitude wavenumbers and appropriately rescaledvalues of Ae. In particular,itturns
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out that this transition occursas Ae decreases through O(c 1/2) values, 17 thereby recovering

a region of stability in which the classical form of Landau (cellular) instability occurs as Ap
increases through small negative values.
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